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INSTALLED:  
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Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) systems are 
usually applied to safeguard metal surfaces against corrosion. 
In power plants, there are piping systems, including fuel oil, 
natural gas, fire water, cooling water, condensate and drains, 
that require protection

Our skilled mechanical technicians completed this installation 
for our client’s cooling system. This was required on a tight 
schedule during the shut-down period. VIVABLAST provided 
a precise, speedy and safe service, meeting our client’s firm 
deadline

REPAIRED:   
AUXILIARY BOILER RESTORATION   

Boilers use hot water or steam under pressure to transfer      
energy to a plant process. This extreme heat causes boilers 
to be dangerous machines. Should there be an emergency 
with one, an auxiliary boiler needs to be ready to take over 
immediately. 

VIVABLAST is an experienced supplier of boiler maintenance. 
With some preparation at our workshop, the team then erected 
and dismantled access scaffolding on site. All hot-work on our 
client’s auxiliary boiler is completed to the highest quality and 
accuracy.

REFURBISHED: 
VITAL PLANT UPGRADE     

The lifecycle of a steel structure or machine can be extended 
by using the correct refurbishing techniques. This protects   
important assets from the harmful effects of erosion, giving 
our clients more operational efficiency and even reducing 
plant downtime. 

VIVABLAST team is relied on to perform the comprehensive 
maintenance for the plant. Our mechanical technicians ensure 
assets continue to receive industry-leading, anti-corrosion 
protection.  

PROTECTED:  
STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY    

It is important to protect a gas pipeline’s surface from potential 
leaks and hazards. However, at the point where a pipe comes 
into contact with its support, abrasion associated with pipe    
vibration or movement can wear away protective coatings.

VIVABLAST used the latest technology to isolate our client’s 
pipeline from its saddle as well target anti-corrosion protection 
on the supported areas. The pipe remained operational and 
safe while the long-lasting effective protection was thoroughly 
applied.

Turnkey Shutdown Maintenance 


